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Nu-tec, Legal Troubles &�

Prevailing Wage�
Violations�

“School officials have called it an�
emergency.”  Gary Post Tribune�
(Indiana), November 7, 1988�

BREACH OF�
CONTRACT�

Nu-Tec Roofing has certainly drawn the interest�
and ire of State and Local officials on more than one�
occasion.  A sampling of its legal problems provides a�
sense of what Nu-Tec’s potential clients may face when�
considering a bid from this company.�

On September 14, 2005, Ohio Department of�
Commerce officials issued their determination that Nu-�
Tec Roofing had violated Ohio’s Prevailing Wage Law for�
work on the Franklin County Memorial Hall.  In his letter�
regarding case #02-462-2, Robert S. Kennedy of the�
Wage and Hour Bureau, Division of Labor and Worker�

Safety, stated that “[a] determination has been issued for�
back wages.”  Nu-Tec was forced to pay the back wages�
owed to its employees and a fine of equal amount.�

Could this be part of a long pattern?�

On November 3, 1995, the Gary Post-Tribune�
reported that a Starke County, Indiana, jury found that�
Nu-Tec Roofing failed to pay its workers the prevailing�
wage.  The jury awarded $183,000 to the Valparaiso�

school system for its breach of contract claim resulting�
from Nu-Tec’s failure to pay the legally required wages.�
According to the Gary Post-Tribune, this jury award�
came after a� ,�
between the schools and Nu-Tec.  The dispute arose after�

In May of 2004, the city of Columbus, Ohio, passed two�
ordinances (0762-2004 and 0766-2004)  authorizing the�
Public Service Director to award $116,000 of work to Nu-�
Tec Roofing after it submitted the lowest bid.  But Nu-Tec�
was unable to hold up its end of the deal. On July 30, 2004,�
the Columbus City Bulletin reported that “Nu-Tec Roofing�
Contractors, LLC, failed to obtain a necessary performance�
bond and did not renovate the roofs.”  The Bulletin further�
reported that the Public Service Department and the city�
attorney’s office would work together and recoup the�
difference between Nu-Tec’s bid and the current price of the�
work.�

In March of 2004, Nu-Tec Roofing submitted the�
lowest bid to the South Montgomery Community School�
Corporation (Indiana) and was awarded a contract for over�
$1.5 million of work.  Again, Nu-Tec was unable to secure a�
performance bond and did not perform the work.  According�
to the attorneys for the school corporation, this resulted in�
“direct damages” to the school corporation of $297,000.�

area union members protested Nu-Tec’s failure to pay its�
employees the required wages.  On November 7, 1988,�t�he�
Gary Post Tribune reported that Nu-Tec had not returned to�
the Valparaiso school jobsite in the months since the union�
had ended its protests (pending a government investigation of�
their concerns) and the roof work was not completed.  At that�
time, school officials and a new contractor were left�
scrambling in what “school officials have called an emergency”�
to get the three schools in the dry before winter’s snow.�

History of Serious and Repeat Safety�
Violations.  Tens of Thousands of $ in Fines.�
Horror stories about working conditions told�

by former employees.  Adverse findings by�
Government officials about wage violations,�

completion of work and ability to get�
bonding. Newspaper reports of leaky roofs, a�

worker’s death and a crane crashing into a�
customer’s roof.�



AT A GLANCE�

Hazardous Material�
Violations�

Twice Nu-Tec Roofing has been caught and penalized by the State of Ohio�
for violations related to hazardous materials regulations.  Originally fined over�
two thousand dollars by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) for�
violations including the failure to file a uniform hazardous materials application,�
Nu-Tec agreed to pay Ohio $1,687.50 in case number 03-375-TR-CVF.  In�
another case before the PUCO, Nu-Tec signed settlement documents stating that�
it had failed “to instruct a category of employee’s in hazardous material�
regulations” and had transported “hazardous materials without proper shipping�
paper.”  In PUCO case number 03-1111-TR-CVF Nu-Tec agreed to pay the�
State of Ohio $1,100, half of the initial penalty sought.�

Hazardous Worksites�

·� A seven-year long legal dispute with�
Valparaiso Schools ends in a jury�
finding that Nu-Tec breached its�
contract and failed to pay workers�
the required prevailing wage.�

·� Failed to get performance bond on�
project awarded by City of Columbus�
(Ohio).�

·� Failed to train workers in hazardous�
material regulations.�

·� Ohio Department of Commerce�
finds prevailing wage violations.�

·� Over $16,000 in fines for violating�
the same or similar OSHA standards�
repeatedly in a three year period.�

·� Unlawful transport of hazardous�
materials without appropriate�
shipping documents.�

·� Failed to get performance bond on�
project awarded by South�
Montgomery School Corporation�
(Indiana).�

·� Reportedly failed to return to jobsite�
for Valparaiso Schools after union�
protest of wage rates began.�

YOU�

Similarly, Nu-Tec has racked up OSHA fines across the United States for�
violations of workplace safety and health regulations.  Cited numerous imes over�
a nine year period, Nu-Tec has been fined over thousands and thousands of�
dollars.  Many of those violations were termed “Serious” by OSHA, meaning that�
they posed a “substantial probability of serious physical injury or death” to an�
exposed worker.  Importantly, in the three year period ending in July, 2005�
(OSHA considers an employer’s three year violation history for assessing fines),�
Nu-Tec paid over $16,000 for violating the same or a substantially similar OSHA�
standard repeatedly.�




